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1. Introduction 
One of the main objects in the study of quadratic algebras is the Poincar6- 
Birkhoff-Witt (PBW) theorem. For the case of (colour) Lie algebras 9 (see, e.g., [1]) 
this theorem provides us with a basis of the universal enveloping algebra U(fl) of g. 
It is well known that in this case the PBW theorem is equivalent to Jacobi's identity. 
In this Letter we study certain quadratic algebras, namely those of which the pure 
quadratic part is a quantum hyperplane, x i x J = qit xJ xi. The quantum hyperplane 
is an (Abelian) colour algebra is, hence, satisfies the PBW theorem (Proposition 2.2). 
9 " ij X k "" ij and We study deformations of the form x i x j = q it x J ' + E k ~k -'[- fl'J, where ~k 
fllt are complex numbers. However, we require that the deformations still satisfy the 
it and f l i t ,  which resemble PBW theorem. This will give a set of constraints on ~k
conditions occurring in formal deformation theory, see, e.g., [2]. The technique we 
use is the Diamond lemma [3]. It turns out that (in case we take fl~J = 0) we have 
two types of constraints: first linear ones, which are trivially satisfied in the case of 
Lie algebras, and secondly quadratic constraints. These last constraints reduce to 
Jacobi's identity in the case of Lie algebras. 
Our technique resembles that of [4], but the approach is more or less transversal: 
our constraints emerge from the requirement of PBW, whereas in [4] PBW is 
satisfied, and the requirement of associativity leads to the constraints. The cohomol- 
ogy in 1-4] is Hochschild cohomology, whereas our cohomology is related to 
cohomology of the underlying linear space, as in Lie algebra theory; in particular for 
low dimensions the cohomology is easy to compute. 
The organization of the Letter is as follows. First we define the cohomology for a 
quantum hyperplane, and then we study a class of deformations, which we define, as 
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said above, in terms of the PBW theorem. We find necessary and sufficient conditions in 
explicit form. Using this result, we prove that the generic quantum hyperplane is 'rigid'. 
We discuss as examples the cases n = 2, and n = 3 with q~z = qz3. 
2. Quantum Hyperplane and Cohomology 
2.1. Let V be an n-dimensional linear space with basis X = {x ~, ..., x"}, and let 
T(V)  be the tensor algebra of V. 
DEF IN IT ION 2.1. ~r is called the n-dimensional quantum hyperplane 
~q = T(V) / Iq  where lq is the ideal generated by 
x i x j _ q(x i, x J )x  j x i, 
if 
with q: X x X ~ C* satisfies q(x i, x i )q (x  j, x i) = 1. 
It is obvious that dq is Z"-graded; if 1-1 denotes the degree, we can take 
Ixil = ei = (0, -.., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0). We extend q to a mapping on all monomials of T(V)  
in the following way: 
q( xi l  "'" xi' ,  xJ '  "" x Jr) = I-I q( xi, x J) 9 
i~{i l ,  . , i .}  
je{ j l ,  " , j r} 
Doing this we have that in dq holds 
x i l  . . .  x i s  X J l  . . .  X Jr ~_ q(x  il . . .  X is, X j l  . . .  x J r )x  j l  . . .  X Jr X il . . .  X is. 
Usually we write qij instead of q(x i, x J). From the requirement qij qji = 1, we have 
that qu q,  = 1. Throughout we will assume that q,  = 1 for convenience of presenta- 
tion; hence the relation xi x i -  q(x i, x i )x  i x ~ is trivial. 
PROPOSIT ION 2.2. Let  dq  be a quantum hyperplane with generators {x 1, ... x"}. 
Then the monomials 
x ~' x . . . . .  x 's ix >t i2 "- >1 is, s = O, 1, 2 . . . .  
fo rm a ( l inear)  basis o f  ~q.  
Proof.  (Well-known); it is a special case of Proposition 3.3. [] 
The basis in Proposition 1.2 we will call the Poincarb-Birkhoff-Witt basis. 
2.2. We will define three cohomology complexes, a left, right and a bicomplex for a 
quantum hyperplane. To do so we introduce the notion of a module. By definition a 
left (right) module will be left (right) representation f the associative algebra with 
unit ~r Moreover a bimodule M will be a left representation p on M and a right 
representation a on M such that (p (x )m)a(y )  = p(x)(mtr(y))  for all x, y ~ ~r m e M. 
If we say module, it can be either left, right or bi. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let M be an ~r The M-valued skew-symmetric forms 
of order p is the space of multi-linear mappings 
a:Vx . . ,  x V~M 
P 
such that 
~(.. . ,  x ~, x ' ,  ...) = -q~j~( . . . ,  x j, x i, ...). 
This space we denote by CP(V; M). 
We define CP(V; M) = 0 for p < 0. Moreover, C~ M) can be naturally identified 
with M by the map qS: C~ M) -~ M; q~(e) = ~(1). 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let dq be a quantum hyperplane with generators x 1, ... x", and 
V= (x~, . . . , x " ) .  
(a) For a left module Me we define de: CP(V; Mr) --+ CP+I(V; Mr) by 
!0 12,. 
dt~(x i~ ... ,xip) = ~ ( -1 )Sq(x  i~ . . .x i ' - ' ,x '~)xis~(x i~ ... ,x's, ... xip) 
s=0 
(b) for a right module M, we define d,: CP(V; M,)--+ CP+I(V; Mr) by 
P 
dro~(x'~ = y" (-1)Sq(xis, x i . . . . . .  xi~)o~(xiO,...,x's,.., xi,)xi* 
s=O 
(c) for a bimodule M we define d: CP(V; M)  ~ C p+ I(V; M) by 
d~ = de ~ - dr ~. 
It is easily checked that de, dr and d are well-defined, and that the images are 
indeed in C p+ 1. The definitions of de coincides with what the definition for a colour 
Lie algebra and a left-module M should be (for a colour-commutative algebra ~).  
We leave it o the reader to check: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Notations as in Definition 2.4. Then d 2 =0,  d 2 =0,  
drd, = -d rd /and  d 2 = 0. 
3. Deformations of dq 
Let V be a linear space as before, {x 1, .. . ,x"} a basis of V and ~/q the quantum 
hyperplane. Define dq., to be T(V) / lq . ,  where lq.t is generated by 
Xi X j -  q i j x J  x i -- t 2 0~iJ x s -  tZ fl zJ. 
s 
tJ Here t, ~s, fli~ are complex numbers. By construction, dq,, is an associative algebra 
with unit, and could therefore be called a deformation of dq. It is easy to prove that 
the tensors of Proposition 2.2 
x"  x '~'"  x 's, il >l i2"" >~ is 
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generate ~r It is not at all obvious, and in general not true, that these are a basis in 
~r This observation will be is the motivation for our definition. 
DEF IN IT ION 3.1. Let the notations be as above. The algebra ~r = T(V) / Iq . t  will 
be called a deformation of ~r if the elements 
x ~1 x i~ "'" x i*, il >i i2 "'" ~ i~ 
form a basis of ar 
Note that the situation as sketched here is not formal: we consider t ~ C and not a 
formal letter. For all t e C*, acq,, and a/o,~ are isomorphic as unital algebras. The 
isomorphism is given by x ~ ~ tx ~. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let sgq,, as above be a deformation o f  aCq. Define 
~:Vx V-o  V and fl : V x V -o  C 
by 
0c(xi, x j) = ~ ot~Jx s and fl(xi, x j )  = flij. 
$ 
Then o~ E C2(V; V) and f l~ C2(V; C). 
Proof. We consider dq as a left and right module over itself in the standard way. 
By associativity of dq,  we have that dq is a bimodule. It remains to show that ~ and 
fl are skew-symmetric. We have 
xi x j = q i ix J  x i + t~(xi, x j) + t2 fl(xi, xJ). 
Multiplying with qji, we find 
x j x i = qji x i x j -- tqji ct(x i, x j) -- t 2 qji fl( xi, X J)  9 
It follows that ~(x j, x i) = -q j i  ~( xi, x J) and fl(x j, x i) = -q~i  fl(x ~, x J), since other- 
wise there would be a linear relation between x 1,...,  x n and 1. []  
Note that when we say 9 e C2(F; F) we mean ~ ~ C2(V; dq)  with ot(x i, x ~) e F. In 
particular, we have that do~C3(F;~r Similarly with fl; one sees that 
dfl(x i, x j) ~ C3(V; V). 
To describe the necessary and sufficient conditions on a and fl to define a 
deformation, we need an extra operation from C2(V; ~r • C2(V; V) to C3(V; ~r 
cf. [5]. Let fl, ~, e C2(V; ~r and a e C2(V; V). Then we define 
9 {0, i>~j, 
7+(x"x i )= 7(xi, xJ), i< j .  
Moreover, for i < j < k, we define 
fl , ~(x~, x J, x ~) 
= fl+ (o~(x I, x J), x k) -- qjk fl+ (O~(X i,xk), X "i) + ql.i qik fl+ (~(X j, xk), X i) -- 
-- fl + (X i, O~(X j, xR)) + q q fl + (X j, Or i, Xk)) -- q jk q ik fl + (X k, 0~( xi, X'i)) 
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and extend f l .  ~ to be in C3(V; ~r by skew-symmetry. It will turn out that these 
products play a role in the obstructions. 
PROPOSIT ION 3.3. Let ~lq, ~lq, t and ~ ~ C2(V ", V), [3 ~ C2(V; C) be as above. Then 
~r is a deformation of s~q if and only if 
(a) d~ = 0, 
(b) dfl -- 0~ * ~, 
(c) /~*~ = 0. 
Proof. To investigate the basis of dq,t we use the Diamond Lemma [3]. For this 
we have to start with x i x j x k (i < j < k) and rewrite it in normal form (i.e. expressed 
in monomials with decreasing indices) in two different ways: by first rewriting x i x j 
and by first rewriting x~x k. We have 
(x'  x J )x  ~ = (q~ x~ x ~ + t~(x ~, x ~) + t 2 ~(x ~, x~))x ~ 
= qij(qik xJ Xk x i+ tx ~ 0~( Xi, xk) "~ t2xJ fl( Xi, Xk)) d- 
+ tO~(X i ,x j )x k + t2fl(X i, XJ)X k 
= qij qik(q~k X k X ~ X i + t~(x J, xk)x i + t2 fl(X j, xk) xi) + 
-k- q ij IxJ 0~( Xt, xk) -[- qij t2 fl( Xi, Xk) + tO~( X~, X J) Xk Av t2 fl( Xi, X]) Xk" 
Similarly rewriting x ~(x ~ x k) yields 
xi(x J x k) = qijqik qjk xkxJ  xi + t xl c~(xJ,xk) + t2xi f l(xi,xk) + 
+ qjk tO~(xi,xk) x j  + qjk t2fl(xi,xk) x j  + qjkqik txka(x',x~) +
+ qjk qlk t2 xkfl(X i ,xj)  . 
These two results are not yet in normal form. Let us consider them in more detail. 
First note that the cubic terms cancel (this proves Proposition 2.2). Further, we have 
quadratic terms. These quadratic terms are also not yet in normal form: they are of 
the form x"a(" ,  ")  and a(-', " )x .  Reducing these will give quadratic terms, linear 
terms and constant terms (in x). For the moment, we are only interested in quadratic 
terms. Hence rewriting x"~( " , - ' )  and ~( ", " - )x  is just interchanging x r and x s with 
the proper q~; in other words at this moment we can consider these terms to be in 
~r instead of ~r So we need 
x' ot(x ~, x k) + qjkO~(X i, xk)x ~ + qjk qik xk~( xi, X~) 
~- qijqika(XJ, xk)x i -}- qijxJo~(xi, x k) + Ot(Xt, XJ)x k in ,~q 
or 
dct(xi, xJ, xk )=o for i  < j  <k,  
and by skew-symmetry of ~ we find d~ = 0. 
Let us proceed to the linear terms. These are terms of the forms 
x"f l ( . . , . . ) , f l ( . . , . . )x '"  (these give rise to dfl), but also x"7(" , ' - )  and ct(..,-.)x'" give 
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rise to linear terms; for instance 
tx'  (xJ, x = Z x' x 
,$ 
= Z t~ Jkx ix '+  Z qi~ t~ jkx~x '+ 
s<~i s> i  
+ ~ t 2 jk is r x + 
s > i , r  s> i 
Carefully comparing all terms linear in x yields: 
dfl(xi, xJ, x k) = ~*~(x i ,  xJ, x k) (i < j  < k), 
and by skew-symmetric we find dfl = a ,  ~. 
Similarly the constant terms yield f l ,  ct = 0. [] 
We remark that this result shows that we are in a situation similar to the one that 
one encounters in formal deformation theory: infinitesimal there is a linear constraint 
d~t = 0, and the higher term (in t) give polynomial  obstructions. Indeed, we also have 
that infinitesimal the deformation is trivial if ~ is a coboundary.  
PROPOSIT ION 3.4. Let ~q and dq, t be as before. I f  ct = dT, then there exist new 
coordinates  = x i _ tT(x i) such that dq,  t is given by 
s s  = s163 q_ tE~(x i, X j), with ~ 9 C2(V; ~'q) 
Proof. We denote by - equality modulo t 2. Then 
s i ~ j = (x i - tT(xi)) (x j _ tT(xj)) 
- x ix  j _ t (x iT(x j) + 7(x i )x  j) 
- qOx Jx  i + t (dy(x  i, x j) - x iy (x  j) - 7 (x i )x  j) 
"-- qij(~ J -]- tT(x J))(s i -]- tT(xi)) -]- t ( - -q i j  x J y(x i) -- qij y(x J)x i) 
"-- qij~J.~i. [] 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let us consider the case n = 2. We will write x = xl and y = x2. 
The quantum plane ~r is given by xy = qyx, and we consider ~r given by 
xy = qyx + t(ctl x + ct2y) + t2fl 
For the corresponding 2-forms ~ and fl, we have d~ = 0 and dfl = 0 automatically, as 
d~, dfl 9 C3(V; ~r and dim(V) = 2. For  y 9 CI (V ;  C) we have 
dT(x, y) = xT(y)  - qyT(x) - qT( y)x + 7(x)y 
or dT(x,y) = 72(1 - q)x  + 71(1 - q)y, where 7i = 7(xi)  9 By taking 71 = ~2/(1 - q) 
and 72 = cq/(1 - q), we have that d? = 9 (q :~ 1). Hence, H2(V; V) = 0 (q # 1). It 
follows that up to a change of coordinates, all deformations of the quantum plane 
are isomorphic to the q-Weyl algebra xy = qyx + ft. 
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4. Rigidity of the Generic Quantum Hy~rplane 
We have seen that for n = 2 there is (generically) exactly one deformation of the 
quantum plane, corresponding to the fact that H2( I / ;  17) -- 0 and dim(H2(17; C)) = 1 
in this case. We will prove that this is an exception. For n ~> 3, we have that 
H E (17, C)  ~ 0 if for all i ~ j there is a k (different from i and j) such that qik qjk V ~ 1. 
Indeed, if fl ~ C2(V; C), then 
dfl(xi,  x J, x k) 
=(1 - qi iq iDf l (x~,xk)x  i + (qik -- qlj)fl(xi, x*) x~ + 
+ (qik qjk -- 1)fl(x', x-i)x k. 
From which it is clear that fl(x', x-i) = 0. Moreover, we have 
PROPOSIT ION 4.1. Let ~r be a quantum hyperplane with qi-i ~ 1 and qlkqik 4:1 
for all mutually different i, j, k. Then H2(V; V) = 0. 
Proof. (By induction, n = 2 is treated above). Suppose ,  ~ C2(V; V) and da = 0. 
Let 
or = y' ~-i x s. 
8 
Writing out da(x i, x-i, x k) = 0 yields 
x i o~(x-i, x k) -- qo x-i a(x i, x k) + qik q-ik xk ~( xi, X'i) -- 
-- qo qik Or(X-i, xk )x  i + q~k Or( xi, xk)  x-i -- a( xi, X-I)X* = 0 
NOW it is clear that the coefficient of x k x* above is (qik q-ik -- 1)aj. Hence, we have 
q 0 fork#iandk#j .  that ak = 
Now we can restrict ~ to P = (x l  ... . .  x " -1 ) .  This restriction we denote by 8. 
i-i = 0 for k :~i and k # j  it follows that 8e  C2(F'; F'), and d~ = 0 implies From % 
cT8 = 0. By induction we can find an element fl such that dfl  = 8. We extend fl- to 
fl ~ C~(V; C) by defining fl(x") = .~"/(1 - q~.). We prove that dfl = a. For this we 
need to prove that ~ = ~ - dfl = 0. Let 
= y<-i  + 
S 
From our construction, we know that 8~-i= 0 for i , j<  n and 8~"= 0 (since 
fl(x") = a{"/(1 - ql,)). Since also d~ = 0, it remains to prove that 8~" = 0 and ~"  = 0 
( j  < n). 
Look at dS(xi, x-i,x ") = 0. The coefficient of x ix"  gives ~"(1 -  q~-i)= 0, hence 
8~" -0  for all j = 1, ..., n -- 1. Finally taking d~(x~,x- i ,x  ") = 0, and looking at the 
coefficient of x 1 x-i, we find 8~"(1 - q~,) = 0. Hence, we have ~ = 0 as we wished to 
prove. [] 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let us consider the case n = 3, with q~-i ~ 1. From the previous 
proposit ion we need to take q~k q-ik = 1 to find something interesting. Let us take 
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q12 = q and q23 = q and q13 ~ q-1. One can easily calculate that dim(H2(V; V)) = 1 
and dim(H 2(V; C)) = 1. The most general solution for a deformation is 
t z 
x lx2=qx2x l+t~2x l+t~12x2+ 0~212~ 2,
q -1  
X lx  3 = q13x3x  I + tO~3X 1 + to~13X 2 + t q13 -- 1 0~12X3 + t2f113, 
q- -1  
q - -1  t 2 
x2x  3 = qx3x  2 + t - -  ~3x2 + t~2x 3 + - -  ~3~2.  
q13 -- 1 q13 -- 1 
This contains Witten's second deformation of su(2) as a special case, cf. [6] and [7]. 
By changing basis, i.e. by transforming with a y EC I (V ;C) ,  we can assume 
e l2= e~2= e13= 0. In that case the only term that changes (compared to the 
quantum hyperplane) is 
X 1X 3 = ql3X3X 1 + t~13X 2 -}- t2f113 
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